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Case Study Overview
MISSION: 

As a community development financial institution (CDFI), Capital Plus Financial provides capital to markets identified as

underserved by the community. They focus on homeownership in these underserved markets which will result in positive

economic and social impact to the community. Capital Plus Financial originates first lien residential mortgages in low to

moderate income communities across Texas. They lend to low to moderate income documented Hispanic borrowers. 

 

CHALLENGE: 

As a publicly traded social enterprise a dual responsibility emerges: scaling a sustainable enterprise with building shareholder

value and measuring the impact delivered to stakeholders and communities. 

 

OPPORTUNITY: 

SoPact's end-to-end impact management to collect data at beneficiary level and share evidence of impact on underserved

groups. 

 

SOLUTION: 

Impact Cloud®, a user-friendly solution to send surveys to beneficiaries and produce analytics expressing Inclusive

Communities and learnings to better serve those stakeholders.



CAPITAL PLUS FINANCIAL 
BACKGROUND

Capital Plus Financial formed in 1992 to provide mortgage financing within the state of Texas. Over the span of its life,

CPF has evolved to serve the Hispanic population by providing credit that is otherwise unavailable. CPF has injected over

$250 million into underserved communities in Texas and approximately 50% of the borrowers have no credit score and the

majority are first time homeowners. 

 

As a community development financial institution (CDFI), Capital Plus Financial provides capital to markets identified as

underserved by the community. Capital Plus Financial focuses on homeownership in these underserved markets which will

result in positive economic and social impact to the community. 

 

In 2017, Capital Plus, through it ownership by Crossroads Systems Inc., became a publicly traded Community Development

Financial Institution (CDFI). This was a tremendous advancement for the industry and a testament to achieving the balance

between impacting communities and building shareholder value.

 

We aim to lead the industry into a broader impact investment landscape where capital market solutions and public dollar

leverage expand the transformative work CDFIs do across the country.



Listening to the Stakeholders

STARTING THE IMPACT JOURNEY

Capital Plus Financial's commitment of continuously listening to the stakeholders and impact learning over the years
with aggregated data is why we reached out to Sopact. In 2019, we have entered a new era of impact management,
one in which social interventions are held to a new standard - a higher standard of impact assessment.
 
As a publicly traded social enterprise we have the dual responsibility of scaling a sustainable enterprise which builds
shareholder value and equally important, measures the impact we deliver to our stakeholders and
communities. Measuring impact not only provides us with current metrics but challenges us to expand the impact we
can provide and pushes us to come up with more financial solutions for the unbanked and underbanked. 
 
Financial inclusion is a comprehensive issue that the entire banking and financial sector should embrace and solve.
We are happy to do our small part. We started assessing impact not because we owe it to our investors, but because
we exist for our beneficiaries, and it is the latter whom our impact evaluation is ultimately serving. As impact
investment grows, investors want to understand what impact is actually created and the evidence of impact is
communicated.

Journey of Capital Plus Financial (CPF) from Impact Strategy to



BEFORE IMPLEMENTING IMPACT CLOUD®

As an organization providing capital to markets identified as underserved, Capital Plus

Financial needed to hear from stakeholders to collect impact evidence.  

 

In the past, Capital Plus Financial's staff were collecting system data and financial data as per

regulation and operational requirements. To listen to the stakeholders, they were keen but

unaware of the best practices  to ask meaningful feedback was a challenge. One option was

to collect feedback using Excel or Google form, but they soon realized that people can

understand the metrics in different ways and enter almost any kind of data. For that reason,

once the data collection process gets over, they still will have to spend weeks cleaning and

validating the data before it could be used for any analysis and reporting purposes. This

process can take much of the time and resources to make program course correction before

the next landing cycle. This may leave very little time to actually understand the insights

coming from the data and plan strategically around them for the next year.

 

 

 



From Impact Strategy to Learning in Five Steps 
• Step One: Outcome Alignment: 

First we created our Theory of Change with the help of Sopact team and aligned indicators with multiple standards such as

Sustainable Development Goals, Impact Management Project, Aeris, and GIIN-IRIS+. Having all the indicators built into Impact

Cloud® made our task very easy.

 

• Step Two: Metrics

CapPlus and SoPact defined the outcome and output metrics. Some of the output metrics were defined based on the data

that CapPlus was already collecting. The outcome metrics were new and based on what is realistic for Capital Plus Financial 

 to collect from the beneficiaries and within the context of affordable housing.

 

• Step Three: Data Collection Strategy

 The data sources was defined for each of the metrics, meaning if we needed to summarize the loan system data, for example,

to get the total number of female borrowers, or if we needed to get the data from a survey. 

 

• Step Four: Stakeholder feedback Collection 

We selected a set of questions to get a direct feedback from our stakeholders (translated the questions to Spanish as per our

community need) and added additional context. We tested and refined the survey before sending them out to 781

beneficiaries from communities we served in Texas using Impact Cloud. Initial response was low. To be able to include as many

stakeholders’ voice as possible, Sopact inspired CapPlus Financial to put together a campaign of calling the beneficiaries,

and it paid off with 23% responses! (=Confidence level 95%)

 

• Step Five: Analyzing, Learning, and Demonstrating Impact 

Our feedbacks were analyzed and visualized in a dashboard, including all the key outcome and output indicators, and

additional questions that can give Capital Plus Financial initial learnings about their current process and customer satisfaction.

It only took 2-3 hours!

 



H E A L T H Y SAFE  EDUCATED

Our Stakeholders Reported, That They Feel

Capital Plus Financial collected stakeholder

survey data from the Texas communities for

Impact Learning through Impact Cloud®

94%
FEELS 

84%
FEELS 

90%
FEELS 

IMPROVED SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FEELING SAFE IN THE NEW COMMUNITYHEALTHY SINCE LIVED IN SERVED COMMUNITY

(Very Satisfied) (Satisfied) (Not Satisfied)(NO) (YES) (NO) (YES)

IMPACT LEARNINGS

"Investments in housing can lead to improved physical and mental health, healthier
childhood development, reduced government spending, improved standard of living,

improved community health, and stronger local economies."
-THE GIIN, NAVIGATION IMPACT



44% 1ST TIME
BUYERS INCREASE 40% SINCE
2014

PREVIOUSLY EXCLUDED
HOUSEHOLD INCREASED 12%
SINCE 2014

F I R S T  T I M E
B U Y E R S  

24% FEMALE 
BORROWERS INCREASED 13%
SINCE 2014

M I N O R I T Y  
&  H I S P A N I C  

58% MINORITY HISPANIC
HOMEOWNERS INCREASED
46% SINCE 2014

F E M A L E  
B O R R O W E R S  

P R E V I O U S L Y
E X C L U D E D  

HOUSING FOR ALL:INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES
IMPACT LEARNINGS

Capital Plus Financial lends to low to moderate income documented Hispanic borrowers. Approximately 50% of our

borrowers have no credit score and the majority are first time homeowners.



Time Savings from Impact Strategy to Insight

400 HRS 400 HRS 400 HRS 400 HRS

IMPACT
STRATEGY

We followed Actionable

Impact Management

(AIM) guidebooks to

define our impact

strategy.

STANDARDS
ALIGNMENTS

Sopact Impact Cloud®

allowed us to align with

multiple standards such

as SDGs, IMP, Aeris, and

GIIN-IRIS+.

DATA
STRATEGY

With SoPact we defined

metrics based on what is

realistic for CPF to

collect from the

beneficiaries. 

IMPACT
INSIGHT

Listening to stakeholders

jump started our impact  

insight. Now we aim to

dive deep with into

impact management. 

 See our 2019 REPORT.

10 HRS 10 HRS 10 HRS 10 HRS

Average Time Spending on Impact Measurement Without Impact Cloud®

BENEFITS OF IMPACT CLOUD®



Improved Investment Opportunity

NEW
INVESTMENT
Our commitment to

impact evidence will

bring new generation

of investment, such as

impact investment. As

per GIIN impact

investing is growing

doubling every year. 

LOST
OPPORTUNITY
By moving to impact

evidence early we

aim to be the leader

in the community

development space

and minimize lost

opportunity of new

age of investments.

RISK
MIT IGATION

We started with

assessing evidence risk

(i.e. the probability of

insufficient high-

quality impact data)

along with other

impact  risks outlined

by IMP.

LEARNING
SAVES

Our learnings

indicated the

communication gap

and failing to make our

community feel 100%

safe. This new insights

will help us in adjusting

the business model.

$$ $$ $$ $$

BENEFITS OF IMPACT CLOUD®



Aligning to Impact Management Project

Achieve socio-economic transformation 
Making stable thriving communities
Banking the unbanked and underbanked

Low-to-moderate income documented Hispanic borrowers

Underserved, First time buyers 

How much social or environmental impact is likely?

The risk of the investment failing to achieve its intended impact

What was the contribution of the investment in achieving the
impact outcomes?

What are the expected impacts (‘intentionality’) of the investment?

Who are the stakeholders that experience the social outcomes,

Scale: Working with four large counties in Texas

Depth: Underserved community, >50% have no credit, first time homeowners

Capital Plus has injected over $250 million into underserved communities
and populations in Texas.

Without Capital Plus Financial's services, homelessness may increase and

community may not thrive

CONTRIBUTION

RISK

HOW MUCH

WHO

WHAT



MOVING
TOWARDS
DEEP IMPACT

Listen to
Stakeholders

Increase
Capacity

Deep Impact

Align with
Standards


